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ORGANISE YOUR SPACE, 
WITH STYLE

KOHLER® VANITY 
ADVANTAGES

Add method to the madness of your routine. Get more out of your space 
with efficient storage and sleek designs that let you glide through your ritual. 

Explore elegant new ways of staying on top of clutter 
with innovative designs and superior materials that are 
customized to Indian conditions and personalized to 
individual style.

Superior Material Quality
Made from HDHMR material especially curated  
for Indian bathroom conditions to provide fade  
& scratch resistant surface, water resistance  
and higher endurance.

Durable Structure
Superior mounting hardware with 250kgs  
weight bearing capacity that ensures a no  
droop installation. Drawers and hinges tested  
for 1 lac cycles.

Termite Resistant and Anti-Fungal
Crafted from quality wood to safeguard against 
fungal growth & prevent any termite attack.

Grooming Accessories
Your daily grooming products can be stored 
in well-organized manner with differentiated 
compartments. Laundry basket inside vanity 
ensures a mess free bathroom.

Compatibility with Vessels
Prologue and Luxe vanities can form  
compatible installations with the majority  
of Kohler® vessels.

5 Year Limited 
Warranty*YEARS 

WARRANTY

5

5 years warranty on hardware. 2 years warranty on material.

*Refer warranty document for details.Vitality Inset Mirror | Composed® Faucet in French Gold | Forefront™ Vessel in Thunder Grey | Luxe Vanity in Titanium Grey
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Prologue™ is a perfect preamble to a 
Bauhaus inspired environment. Individual 
pieces pared down to their essentials, 
extending lines and seamless surfaces 
to accentuate the sculptural geometry 
and purity of each object. Eliminating 
ornamentation and purely decorative 
elements prologue draws on minimalism 
and essentialism.

Prologue™ 
Vanities 

Vitality Perimeter Mirror | Aleo Faucet in Polished Chrome | Forefront Vessel | Prologue™ Vanity in Natural Oak
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NATURAL OAK – MATTE FINISH

LIGHT TAUPE FINISH – GLOSS PU FINISH

EXPRESS YOUR STYLE
The rich tones of Kohler® Vanities capture a luxurious interplay of lineage and 
modernity, blending seamlessly with a host of ambiences and lifestyles.

A spartan collection that celebrates essentialism through minimalistic storage 
functionality and aesthetically pure surfaces. 

PROLOGUE VANITIES

LIGHT TAUPE

NATURAL OAK

|  7

Prologue™ Vanity 750 (PU)  |  K-30457IN-PSH Prologue™ Vanity 900 (PU)  |  K-30458IN-PSH

Prologue™ Vanity 750 (MEM)  |  K-30457IN-MWF Prologue™ Vanity 900 (MEM)  |  K-30458IN-MWF

Kohler® vessels & faucets in images are to be bought separately. 
Granite & marble tops are for pictorial reference only & are not part of vanities.
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The inspiration behind the iconic Luxe 
design lies in the harmonious lines 
inspired by the sail of a boat. Luxe’s 
profiles draw the eye to the edge creating 
an elegant marriage between geometric 
precision and tensioned surfaces.

Luxe 
Vanities 

Forefront™ Mirror | Purist® Faucet in Black | ModernLife™ Vessel | Luxe Vanity in Natural Oak
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NATURAL OAK – MATTE FINISH

TITANIUM GREY – GLOSS PU FINISH TITANIUM GREY

NATURAL OAK

|  11

Luxe Vanity 750 (MEM)  |  K-30459IN-MWF Luxe Vanity 900 (MEM)  |  K-30460IN-MWF

ELEVATE YOUR OASIS
The vivid tones of Luxe vanities resonate equally with passion and refinement, 
adding a layer of versatile finesse to any décor or occasion.

Express your personality with smooth forms and thoughtful ergonomics 
that take storage and flair to a whole new level. 

LUXE VANITIES

Luxe Vanity 750 (PU)  |  K-30459IN-N21 Luxe Vanity 900 (PU)  |  K-30460IN-N21

Kohler® vessels & faucets in images are to be bought separately. 
Granite & marble tops are for pictorial reference only & are not part of vanities.
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Grooming Station
• Accessory trays with  

well-defined compartments
• Removable structure

High Moisture Resistant Wood
• Tested to perform well at extreme 

temperatures ranging from - 
20OC to 50OC

• Termite & Borer resistant 
• Anti-Fungal

Superior Slider System
• Tested for 100,000 cycles
• 30 Kg Load-Bearing capacity
• 5 years Warranty*

Laundry Baskets
• Covered baskets in bottom drawer 

for organizing laundry & towels

• Deeper bottom drawer for extra 
storage space

Patented Suspension 
brackets
• 250 kg load-bearing 

capacity
• Anti-drop wall-mount 

system

PROLOGUE & LUXE VANITY 
Best in class features and design
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Modernity is timeless

The best designs never fade away with time. That’s what 
defines a classic. In Terrace®, time honoured forms bond 
with innovative technology, making this an ideal collection 
for the modern home. Thanks to a unique advancement 
in the waste system, the L-shape of the vanity top offers 
a functional design element as well as artful architectural 
detail. Coordinated with elegant, roomy cabinets, Terrace® 
brings bold design to life. For now. Forever.

TerraceTM

The design exploration that led us to the Terrace bathroom  
sink stemmed from a series of insights we uncovered during 
extensive research surrounding modern styling spaces and 

today’s evolving grooming rituals.

The home should  
be the treasure chest 

of living.

Le Corbusier
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A perfect blend of form and imagination. The contemporary clean lines for 
Terrace™ is a veritable work of art, with its trademark L-shape redefining luxury 
of form. The range also features cutting-edge technology, with the patented free 
drain system being one of the key features of the Terrace™ collection.

TerraceTM 
Collection

K-20274IN-0

Vanity Top: K-XC112IN-V-0

1000 mm Vanity in gloss white

K-20270IN-0

Vanity Top: K-XD112IN-V-0

800 mm Vanity in gloss white

K-20332IN-0

Vanity Top: K-XE112IN-V-0

600 mm Vanity in gloss white

K-20272IN-L-0

Left tall unit in gloss white

K-23262IN-NA 

1000 mm Mirror

K-23261IN-NA 

800 mm Mirror

K-23260IN-NA 

600 mm Mirror

MIRROR

VANITY

SIDE CABINET
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Nature is inside

Make room for all that’s good outside. 
With Forefront™.Crafted in wood 
textures and mellow finishes, the range 
combines these with sculpted and 
flowing lines for a harmonious interplay 
between nature and design. Featuring 
clean edges and rounded corners, 
the Kohler® Forefront™ basin pairs 
beautifully with contemporary vanities 
to breathe new life into your bathroom 
with natural simplicity. Just how the 
world was meant to be.

ForefrontTM

Through conversations with our architect and design partners
we discovered a particular need for a design suite that felt 

equally contemporary and approachable.

Simplify then add 
lightness.

Colin Chapman

|  19
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Wood textures and mellow finishes combine with sculpted and flowing lines for a 
harmonious interplay between nature and design. Featuring clean edges and rounded 
corners, the Kohler® Forefront™ basin pairs beautifully with contemporary vanities to 
breathe new life into your bathroom with natural simplicity.

Forefront 
Collection

K-23266IN-NA

900 mm Mirror

K-23265IN-NA 

600 mm Mirror

MIRROR

VANITY

SIDE CABINET

K-31601IN-E63 
Vanity top K-2749T-1-0

900 mm Vanity in walnut finish

K-31603IN-E63 
504 x 393 x 1500

Left tall unit in walnut finish 

K-31602IN-E63 
Vanity top K-2660IN-1-0

600 mm Vanity in walnut finish
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